Shaw on YouTube by Gustavo A. Rodriguez Martin

If you look around much on YouTube, you’ll inevitably find right-wing interpretations of Shaw’s playing with “the dictators” in the 30s and 40s which they use to discredit “socialism,” by which they mean any legislation that makes the government responsible for general welfare and any attempt at egalitarianism. Here’s one example: [SHAW on YouTube](#)

Shaw on YouTube by Gabriel Byrne, RTE Documentary

Virtual Tour of Shaviana & SAGGITARIUS
by Kay Li (both sites have links to everything Shaw; works best with Chrome)

SHAW PLACES (click for several more)
Shaw’s Birth Place in Dublin, 33 Synge St.
https://www.google.com/maps/search/Shaw’s+Birth+Place,+33+Synge+St./@53.331775,-6.2688451,17z/data=!3m1!4b1

Wikipedia Shaw

FACEBOOK SHAW https://www.facebook.com/International-Shaw-Society-3439916889503

SHAW ON TWITTER https://twitter.com/ISS_GBShaw

“Shaw on War” Recording

CARTOON SHAW

FICTIONAL SHAW

SHAW AS CHARACTER IN THE PLAYS OF OTHERS

THE UK SHAW SOCIETY &
THE SHAW INSTITUTE

SHAW’S CORNER & SHAW’S CORNER AS A THEATER

BERNARD SHAW SOCIETY OF JAPAN

London Shaw Mural
Dublin Shaw Mural
Windows of Fabian Saints

SHAW PHOTOS – General Assortment
SHAW PHOTOS & SKETCHES – National Portrait Gallery in London

ISS PHOTOS # 1 – Brown University Conference (3 pages linked)

ISS PHOTOS # 2 – Shaw’s 150th Birthday in England and Ireland

ISS PHOTOS # 3 – SYMPOSIUM 2007 (4 pages linked)

ISS PHOTOS # 4 – DC Shaw Conference

ISS PHOTOS Table of Contents

Websites for ISS Conferences

http://chuma.cas.usf.edu/~dietrich/USFShawConference2004-Sarasota/index.html